Year 6 Newsletter Term 6 Summer 2021
Welcome back to our final term!
English
In our English lessons
we will be basing our
writing on the text
‘Cogheart’. From
remarkable
mechanimals and
incredible automata to
soaring airships and
dastardly plots,
Cogheart is an
exhilarating adventure
of astonishing
imagination. Through this text, children will
focus on exploring language and character,
inventing their own mechanicals, writing
explanation texts and creating diary entries.
There will be a strong emphasis on grammar,
spelling, punctuation and handwriting.
Guided reading will be taught on a daily basis.
History
In history, children will be developing their
chronological understanding through the
exploration of crime and punishment
throughout the centuries.

Geography
In geography, children will be developing their
map skills and learning how to use an atlas
correctly. We will also be researching the
human and physical features in the UK.

Maths
In Maths we will be focusing on using and
applying all our mathematical skills through
different investigations and mastery. We also
will continue our focus on mental arithmetic
and recall of number facts. Pupils will be
extending their understanding of the number
system and place value and will be developing
the connections they make between
multiplication and division

Saying goodbye!
The children will be taking part in various
projects as part of their transition to secondary
school. The children will have the opportunity
to go on a celebration trip to Flip Out. They will
also get the chance to create a memory
booklet to remember their time at Crown
Lane. We will also be helping the children to
prepare for secondary school by teaching a
series of lessons about transition to secondary
school.

P.E.
PE will be taught on a Tuesday afternoon for Mauve Class and Purple Class. This term the focus
will be on Multi-sports. Please ensure your child has the correct PE uniform (white t-shirt,
black/blue shorts and trainers).
SRE
We will not be teaching any SRE this half term as we have covered the necessary objectives.
Trips, Visitors and Workshops
Thank you to all parents who have paid their £12 towards the Flip Out trip. We are very much
looking forward to having some end of term fun. Trips and workshops have been very different
this year due to restrictions put in place. However, we have been able to organise several virtual
workshops and one in person workshop. The children were able to participate in these
workshops:
- THINK! Workshop, challenging stereotypes.
- A workshop held to help challenge children’s understanding of gender stereotypes.
- Bikeability workshop to help improve children’s cycling skills.
Important Dates
Wednesday 14th July - Flip Out Trip
Thursday 22nd July - Class Party
Thursday 22nd July at 2pm - Children go home for the summer
Ms. Dodd (Purple Class) and Ms. Broomfield (Mauve Class)

